GPCR activation. These results identify a novel role for the PKD family in the control of biphasic localization, phosphorylation, and transcriptional activity of YAP in intestinal epithelial cells. In turn, YAP and TAZ are necessary for the stimulation of the proliferative response of intestinal epithelial cells to GPCR agonists that act via PKD. The discovery of interaction between YAP and PKD pathways identifies a novel crosstalk in signal transduction and demonstrates, for the first time, that the PKDs feed into the YAP pathway.
The proliferation of the epithelial cells of the intestinal mucosa is a tightly regulated process modulated by a broad range of regulatory peptides, neurotransmitters, bioactive lipids, and differentiation signals (1) . Many of these stimuli initiate their characteristic effects in their target cells through G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) 2 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Despite their fundamental importance for understanding intestinal homeostasis, wound healing, and pathogenesis of human diseases, the intracellular signal transduction mechanisms that mediate GPCRinduced proliferation of intestinal epithelial cells remain incompletely understood.
The highly conserved Hippo pathway, originally identified in Drosophila, is attracting intense interest as a key regulator of organ size, tissue regeneration, tumorigenesis, and GPCR signaling (7) . Canonical Hippo signals in vertebrate cells are transduced through a core serine/threonine kinase cascade wherein Mst1/2 kinases, in complex with the scaffold Sav1, phosphorylate and activate Lats1/2 (large tumor suppressor 1//2), in complex with its regulatory protein MOB1/2 (8) . In addition to Mst1/2, Hppy/MAP4Ks were recently identified as alternative kinases that phosphorylate Lats1/2 (9, 10) . In turn, Lats1/2 phosphorylates the transcriptional co-activators Yes-associated protein (YAP) and WW-domain-containing transcriptional coactivator with PDZ-binding motif (TAZ), two major downstream effectors of the Hippo pathway. The intracellular distribution of YAP and TAZ is highly dynamic, exhibiting rapid nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling. The phosphorylation of YAP and TAZ by Lats1/2 is widely thought to restrict their activity, cellular localization, and stability. In the absence of phosphorylation, YAP localizes to the nucleus where it binds and activates the TEA domain DNA-binding transcription factors thereby stimulating the expression of proliferative and antiapoptotic genes. Several studies indicate that YAP acts as a context-specific oncogene (11) and that the Hippo pathway inhibits its activity. Despite intense interest in this novel pathway, many important questions relating to its function remain unanswered as follows: 1) the mechanism(s) by which upstream signals feed into the Hippo cascade remain incompletely defined; 2) YAP not only acts as a transcriptional co-activator in the nucleus but also mediates biological functions in other cellular locations, including the cytoplasm (12, 13) ; and 3) YAP crosstalks with other important signaling pathways, but the biologi-cal outcome (positive or negative) of these interactions remains unclear and is likely cell context-dependent. Even at the most fundamental level, the precise role of YAP in intestinal epithelial cell proliferation remains incompletely understood, as evidence for both growth-stimulatory and growth-suppressive roles of YAP/TAZ has been presented (14 -17) .
GPCR agonists act as important signals upstream of the Hippo/YAP/TAZ pathway. Protein kinase D (PKD), a protein kinase family within the Ca 2ϩ /calmodulin-dependent kinase group (18) , has emerged as a prominent downstream signal induced by GPCRs that function through G␣ q/11 , G␣ 12 , G␣ i , and Rho (18 -26) . PKD1, the founding and most studied member of the PKD family (27, 28) , which is composed of PKD1, PKD2, and PKD3, is rapidly activated through protein kinase C (PKC)-mediated phosphorylation of Ser 744 and Ser 748 in the PKD1 activation loop (29 -32) . PKD1 catalytic activation within cells leads to its auto-phosphorylation at Ser 916 and Ser 748 (33) (34) (35) (36) . Rapid PKC-dependent PKD1 activation is followed by a late PKC-independent phase of activation induced by GPCR agonists (35) (36) (37) . Accumulating evidence demonstrates that the PKD family plays an important role in a variety of cellular processes and activities, including cytoskeletal organization, gene expression, cell migration, and proliferation (19) . In intestinal epithelial cells, PKD1 activation mediates migration and proliferation both in vitro and in vivo (36, 38) . Accordingly, multiple growth-promoting stimuli rapidly activate PKD1 catalytic activity in intestinal epithelial cells (23, 36, 38 -40) through activation loop phosphorylation (30, (35) (36) (37) . Furthermore, transgenic mice that express elevated PKD1 protein in intestinal epithelial cells display a marked increase in DNA-synthesizing cells in their intestinal crypts and a significant increase in the length and total number of cells per crypt (36) . Collectively, these results support the notion that PKD1 signaling is a novel element in the pathway leading to proliferation of intestinal epithelial cells in vitro and in vivo. The mechanisms downstream of PKD1, however, remain to be elucidated, and in particular, cross-talk between PKD and YAP has not been identified either in intestinal epithelial cells or in any other cell type.
The results presented here identify a novel temporal pattern of nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling of endogenous YAP in response to GPCR stimulation in intestinal epithelial cells. Specifically, we show that GPCR activation elicits a rapid but transient YAP phosphorylation and localization to the cytoplasm followed by a second phase involving YAP re-localization to the nucleus and stimulation of YAP/TEAD-regulated genes. Further studies demonstrate, for the first time, cross-talk between PKD and Lats/YAP/TEAD signaling pathways. Based on the results presented here, we conclude that the PKD family controls the localization, phosphorylation, and transcriptional coactivator activity of YAP in intestinal epithelial cells. In turn, YAP is necessary for the stimulation of the proliferative response of intestinal epithelial cells to GPCR agonists that act via PKD. Collectively, our results identify, for the first time, a novel cross-talk between YAP and PKD signaling pathways leading to biphasic regulation of YAP in intestinal epithelial cells.
Results

Identification of a Novel Pattern of YAP Nuclear-Cytoplasmic
Shuttling in Intestinal Epithelial Cells-To examine the regulation of YAP cellular localization, phosphorylation, and activity in intestinal epithelial cells, we used the non-transformed IEC-18 and IEC-6 cells (41, 42) , which were derived from neonatal rat small intestine and have characteristics of crypt-type epithelial cells. These cells endogenously express G␣ q/11 -coupled receptors for angiotensin II (ANG II) and vasopressin (23, 39, 40, (43) (44) (45) (46) and have been extensively used as a model system to examine signal transduction pathways in response to GPCR activation (23, 36, 38, 39, (43) (44) (45) 47) . ANG II and vasopressin act as potent growth factors for IEC-18 and IEC-6 cells (23, 39, (43) (44) (45) 47) . Because the levels of YAP/TAZ influence their association with transcriptional cofactors especially when expressed at elevated levels, we studied the localization, phosphorylation, and activity of the endogenous YAP protein.
Initially, we determined the localization of YAP in confluent and quiescent cultures of IEC-18 cells (23, 36) after various times of stimulation with or without ANG II. In unstimulated cells, YAP was localized to the nucleus and cytoplasm, as revealed by immunofluorescence staining using antibodies that detect total YAP. In contrast to results presented in other cells types, stimulation of IEC-18 cells with ANG II induced a rapid and dramatic translocation of YAP from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (Fig. 1A ). Using the CellProfiler software for image analysis, we quantified the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence in thousands of individual cells. This analysis revealed that nuclear YAP declined steeply (within 15 min) and transiently in response to ANG II stimulation ( Fig.  1B) . YAP re-localized to the nucleus after 2 h of stimulation. The histogram representing the distribution of control cells as a function of their nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio of YAP followed a normal distribution (Fig. 1C , open bars). Treatment of IEC-18 cells with ANG II for 30 min caused a marked shift of the distribution to the left (Fig. 1C , closed bars), reflecting YAP translocation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm in most cells of the population. Rapid nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling of YAP was also provoked by stimulation of IEC-18 cells with the GPCR agonist vasopressin (39) or by serum growth factors ( Fig. 1D ).
In dose-response studies, ANG II induced rapid cytoplasmic localization of YAP in IEC-18 cells even at concentrations lower than 1 nM ( Fig. 2A ). Quantification by image analysis indicates that half-maximal effect of ANG II was elicited at 0.3 nM ( Fig.  2B ), suggesting that this agonist regulates YAP localization in intestinal epithelial cells via its specific endogenous GPCRs. Indeed, pretreatment of IEC-18 cells with the selective ANG II type 1 (AT 1 ) receptor antagonist losartan completely blocked ANG II-induced YAP nuclear extrusion ( Fig. 2C) . Surprisingly, our results revealed that mitogenic stimuli, including GPCR agonists and serum growth factors, induce biphasic re-distribution of YAP in intestinal epithelial IEC-18 cells characterized by rapid cytoplasmic localization followed by subsequent nuclear re-localization, a temporal pattern distinct from that induced by mitogenic stimuli in other cell types.
GPCR Agonists Induce Rapid Increase in the Phosphorylation of YAP at Ser 127 and Ser 397 in IEC-18
Cells-We next determined whether ANG II-induced activation of endogenous AT 1 receptors modulates YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 , a highly conserved residue located within a consensus sequence phosphorylated by Lats1/2 (HXRXXS). Cultures of IEC-18 cells were stimulated with ANG II for various times, and cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting with an antibody that detects the phosphorylated state of YAP at Ser 127 . ANG II induced a rapid and transient increase in YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 in intestinal epithelial cells ( Fig. 3A ). An increase in YAP phosphorylation was detected within 5 min of stimulation and reached a maximum within 15 min. The time course of the increase in YAP phosphorylation coincided with the rapid cytoplasmic localization of YAP (shown in Fig. 1 ).
To examine further whether YAP localization and phosphorylation of Ser 127 are tightly coupled in IEC-18 cells, cultures of these cells were challenged with increasing concentrations of ANG II for 30 min, and cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting to detect the phosphorylated state of YAP at Ser 127 . As shown in Fig. 3B , ANG II elicited YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 in a dose-dependent manner. Half-maximal stimulation was achieved at ϳ0.3 nM, implying that the dose responses of ANG II for eliciting rapid increase in YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 ( Fig. 3C ) and cytoplasmic localization (shown in Fig. 2B ) are virtually superimposable.
In addition to Lats1/2, mammalian NDR1/2 kinases have recently been proposed to phosphorylate YAP on Ser 127 in the intestinal epithelial cells (48) . Interestingly, the NDRs (nuclear dbf2-related) did not phosphorylate YAP at Ser 397 (48) , a residue targeted by Lats1/2 (49) . Consequently, we determined whether GPCR stimulation induces YAP phosphorylation at Ser 397 . Treatment with ANG II induced a rapid ( Fig. 3A ) and dose-dependent ( Fig. 3B ) increase in YAP phosphorylation at Ser 397 . Indeed, the dose responses of ANG II for eliciting YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 were identical ( Fig. 3C ).
We verified that the bands detected with the phospho-specific Ser 127 (Ser(P) 127 ) and Ser 397 (Ser(P) 397 ) antibodies correspond to endogenous YAP because Western blotting analysis of YAP immunoprecipitates with the Ser(P) 127 or Ser(P) 397 antibodies revealed a single band that co-migrated with YAP ( Fig.  3D ). In addition, the bands detected with the Ser(P) 127 and Ser(P) 397 antibodies were completely extinguished by siRNAmediated knockdown of YAP (Fig. 3E ). The results imply that stimulation of IEC-18 cells with ANG II induces rapid and transient increase in YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 that coincided with the rapid re-distribution of this transcriptional co-activator from the nucleus to the cytoplasm.
GPCR Agonists Induce Rapid Increase in the Phosphorylation of YAP in IEC-6 and Caco-2 Intestinal Epithelial Cells-Rapid cytoplasmic localization and phosphorylation of YAP in response to GPCR agonists was not restricted to IEC-18 cells but detected in other intestinal cells, including IEC-6 cells stimulated with ANG II (Fig. 4A ) and in human epithelial colorectal adenocarcinoma Caco-2 cells challenged with serum ( Fig. 4B ). These findings are of great interest as they indicate that rapid translocation of YAP from the nucleus to cytoplasm and phos- A, confluent and quiescent cultures of IEC-18 cells were stimulated without (Ϫ) or with 10 nM ANG II for the indicated times. The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. B, quantification of the images shown in A was determined with the CellProfiler software, as described under "Experimental Procedures." The plot shown represents the mean nuclear/cytoplasmic ratios of YAP immunofluorescence Ϯ S.E. n ϭ 8 fields (ϳ1400 cells were analyzed for each time point). Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. C, histogram represents the distribution of control and ANG II-stimulated cells (at 30 min) as a function of their nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence based on the analysis of ϳ1700 cells from one experiment. Similar results were obtained in 10 independent experiments. D, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were stimulated without (Ϫ) or with either 10% FBS (FBS) or 50 nM vasopressin (VP) for 30 min. The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. phorylation occurs in a variety of intestinal epithelial cells stimulated to proliferate by multiple stimuli.
Because our results with mitogen-stimulated intestinal epithelial cells contrasted sharply with previous reports typically using HEK293 cells, we also examined YAP localization and phosphorylation in these cells, using our reagents and experimental conditions. We readily confirmed that YAP was in the cytoplasm of densely plated HEK293 cells and that serum (or lysophosphatidic acid) stimulation of these cells promoted rapid YAP nuclear import and dephosphorylation at Ser 127 (Fig.  4C ). Indeed, the decrease in YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 induced by serum or lysophosphatidic acid was striking after 30 min of stimulation and persisted for at least 4 h ( Fig. 4C ). Similarly, stimulation of human pancreatic cancer PANC-1 cells with neurotensin, a neuropeptide that acts through endogenously expressed GPCRs in these cells (50, 51) , promoted rapid YAP nuclear import and dephosphorylation at Ser 127 (Fig. 4D ). The results substantiate that growth-promoting GPCR ago-nists and serum growth factors induce a distinct pattern of YAP intracellular redistribution and phosphorylation in intestinal epithelial cells, clearly different from the sequence of these events observed in either HEK293 or PANC-1 cells.
Role of Akt, PKA, and PKC in Mediating Intracellular Translocation and Phosphorylation of YAP in Intestinal Epithelial
Cells-As a first step to identify upstream pathways that mediate rapid GPCR-induced YAP nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling in intestinal epithelial cells, we tested small molecule inhibitors targeting kinases. Given the purported role of Akt in Hippo pathway regulation in other cell types (52, 53) , we initially determined the effect of the Akt inhibitor GSK690693 (54) on YAP re-localization and phosphorylation. Treatment of intact IEC-18 cells with 2.5 M GSK690693 blocked the rapid cytoplasmic accumulation of YAP induced by stimulation with ANG II (Fig. 5A ). Image analysis revealed that exposure to GSK690693 completely prevented the decrease in the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio of YAP induced by ANG II (Fig. 5B ). Similar results were obtained when IEC-18 cells were stimulated with vasopressin or serum instead of ANG II (data not shown). Furthermore, GSK690693 inhibited YAP phosphorylation at both Ser 127 and Ser 397 in intestinal epithelial IEC-18 cells ( Fig. 5C ).
To confirm the specificity of the effects obtained with GSK690693, we tested other Akt inhibitors, including GDC-0068, a structurally unrelated ATP-competitive inhibitor of the Akt family (55) , and MK2206, an allosteric inhibitor that binds to the pleckstrin homology domain of the Akts (56) . Surprisingly, neither GDC-0068 at 2.5 M nor MK2206 at 5 M had any effect on the cytoplasmic translocation of YAP induced by ANG II in IEC-18 cells (Fig. 5, A and B) . Furthermore, these compounds did not prevent YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 or Ser 397 (Fig. 5C ). We verified that exposure of IEC-18 cells to either 2.5 M GDC-0068 or 5 M MK2206 inhibited Akt activation as effectively as GSK690693, as scored by the phosphorylation of PRAS40 phosphorylation at Thr 246 , a residue targeted by Akt ( Fig. 5C ). These results implied that GSK690693 potently inhibits YAP cytoplasmic localization and phosphorylation in IEC-18 cells through an Akt-independent pathway.
In addition to Akt, GSK690693 also inhibits PKA and novel PKCs (57) . Therefore, we tested whether inhibition of these kinases has any effect on YAP localization and/or phosphorylation in IEC-18 cells. Exposure to H89 at 10 M, a concentration that suppresses PKA activity within intact IEC-18 cells, 3 did not produce any detectable effect on either YAP localization ( Fig. 5 , D, image analysis in E) or phosphorylation ( Fig. 5F ) in response to ANG II. In sharp contrast, treatment with the PKC inhibitors Gö6983 or GF1 prior to ANG II stimulation greatly attenuated YAP cytoplasmic localization ( Fig. 5 , D, image analysis in E) and phosphorylation at both Ser 127 and Ser 397 (Fig.  5F ). These results implied that PKCs mediate transient YAP re-localization and phosphorylation in GPCR-stimulated IEC-18 cells.
PKDs Mediate Intracellular Translocations and Phosphorylation of YAP-We previously demonstrated that the PKCs phosphorylate PKD at the T-loop leading to its catalytic activation FIGURE 2. ANG II induces YAP cytoplasmic localization in a dose-dependent manner via the AT 1 receptor in IEC-18 cells. A, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were stimulated with ANG II at the indicated concentrations for 30 min. The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. B, quantification of nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence shown in A was determined with the CellProfiler software as described under "Experimental Procedures." The plot shown are the mean ratios Ϯ S.E. n ϭ 7 fields (ϳ1250 cells were analyzed for each concentration of ANG II). Similar results were obtained in a separate experiment. C, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated without (0) or with the selective ANG II type 1 (AT 1 ) receptor antagonist losartan (Los) at 10 M for 30 min prior to stimulation with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min. The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. (31, 32). Accordingly, treatment with either Gö6983 or GSK690693 greatly attenuated PKD1 auto-phosphorylation at Ser 916 induced by either ANG II or serum (data not shown). Treatment with GSK690693 also inhibited PKD phosphoryla-tion at Ser 744 , a residue in the activation loop phosphorylated by PKCs (data not shown). Consequently, we next examined whether the PKDs mediate the effects of mitogenic GPCR agonists on YAP localization and phosphorylation. To test this pos- The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. B, quantification of the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence shown in A was determined with the CellProfiler software. The bars shown are the mean nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio Ϯ S.E. n ϭ 6 fields (ϳ1,200 cells were analyzed for each condition). Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. C, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence (0) or presence of 2.5 M GSK690693 (GSK), 2.5 M GDC-0068 (GDC), or 5 M MK2206 (MK) for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without (Ϫ) or with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min. Cells were then lysed with 2ϫ SDS-PAGE sample buffer and analyzed by immunoblotting with antibodies that detect YAP phosphorylated at either Ser 127 or Ser 397 , PRAS40 phosphorylated at Thr 246 , and total YAP and GADPH. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. D, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence (0) or presence of 2.5 M GSK690693 (GSK), 5 M Gö6983 (Go), 5 M GF1, or 10 M H89 for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without (Ϫ) or with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min. The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. E, quantification of the nuclear/ cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence shown in D was determined with the CellProfiler software. The bars shown are the mean nuclear/cytoplasmic ratios Ϯ S.E. n ϭ 6 fields (ϳ1,100 cells were analyzed for each condition). Similar results were obtained in four independent experiments. F, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence (0) or presence of 2.5 M GSK690693 (GSK), 5 M Gö6983 (Go), 5 M GF1, or 10 M H89 for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without (Ϫ) or with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min. Cells were then lysed with 2ϫ SDS-PAGE sample buffer and analyzed by immunoblotting antibodies that detect YAP phosphorylated at Ser 127 and Ser 397 and total YAP. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. sibility, we used two structurally unrelated selective inhibitors of PKD activity, CRT0066101 (58) and kb NB 142-70. In previous studies, we demonstrated that these inhibitors block PKD activation and DNA synthesis in IEC-18 cells (36, 38, 59, 60) . As shown in Fig. 6A , exposure of IEC-18 cells to CRT0066101 or kb NB 142-70 prevented YAP redistribution in response to ANG II as effectively as Gö6983. Image analysis verified that the marked YAP translocation from the nucleus to the cytoplasm induced by ANG II was greatly diminished by cell treatment with CRT0066101 ( Fig. 6B, histogram) . Remarkably, CRT0066101 and kb NB 142-70 inhibited YAP phosphorylation at both Ser 127 and Ser 397 (Fig. 6C) . In dose-response stud- ies, CRT0066101 and kb NB 142-70 prevented the increase in YAP phosphorylation on Ser 127 and YAP cytoplasmic accumulation at similar concentrations ( Fig. 6 , D, quantification in E).
The effects of PKD inhibition on YAP localization and phosphorylation were not restricted to ANG II or IEC-18 cells. Treatment with CRT0066101 inhibited rapid cytoplasmic localization and phosphorylation of YAP in response to vasopressin or serum in IEC-18 cells (data not shown). We also verified that CRT0066101 prevented YAP re-distribution in response to ANG II or vasopressin in IEC-6 cells (data not shown). These results suggested that PKD signaling is required for GPCR-induced YAP localization and phosphorylation in intestinal epithelial cells.
To corroborate that the PKD family plays a key role in the regulation of YAP translocation and phosphorylation, we used small interfering RNA (siRNA)-mediated knockdown of PKD1, PKD2, and PKD3 ( Fig. 7 ). Transfection of a mixture of siRNAs targeting the three PKDs markedly attenuated YAP cytoplasmic localization ( Fig. 7 , A, image analysis in B) and phosphorylation at Ser 127 (Fig. 7C ) in response to GPCR activation. We also determined the effect produced by siRNA-mediated knockdown of the individual PKD isoforms on YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 . As shown in Fig. 7D , knockdown of each PKD isoform attenuated the phosphorylation of YAP at Ser 127 , with a more pronounced inhibitory effect elicited by knockdown of PKD3. These results demonstrated, for the first time, that the PKDs feed into the YAP pathway, as shown by YAP nuclearcytoplasmic shuttling and phosphorylation in intestinal epithelial cells.
Stimulation of GPCR/PKD Induces YAP Localization and Phosphorylation via Lats2-As mentioned previously, GPCR/ PKD stimulation induced YAP phosphorylation at highly conserved residues (Ser 127 and Ser 397 ) located within a consensus sequence phosphorylated by the Hippo core kinases Lats1/2. We therefore determined whether Lats1/2 is activated in response to ANG II via PKD in IEC-18 cells. As shown in Fig.  8A , ANG II induced a rapid increase in Lats1/2 activity (detectable within 2.5 min), as scored by its phosphorylation at Thr 1079 (Thr 1041 in Lats2), residues located in the hydrophobic C-terminal domain targeted by Mst1/2 and critical for Lats1/2 activation (8) . In the same lysates, we verified that ANG II induced an even faster activation of PKD (prominent within 1 min) suggesting that PKDs act upstream of Lats in GPCR-stimulated IEC-18 cells. In line with this possibility, the increase in Lats phosphorylation at either Thr 1079 or Ser 909 (a residue located within the activation loop of the kinase catalytic domain) induced by ANG II was blunted by treatment with the PKD inhibitors CRT0066101 or kb NB 142-70 ( Fig. 8B ). Furthermore, knockdown of Lats2 (but not Lats1) prevented the increase in YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 as well as extinguished the signals corresponding to Lats phosphorylation at the T-loop and hydrophobic C-terminal domain (Fig.  8C ). Furthermore, siRNA-mediated knockdown of Lats2 prevented the rapid nuclear extrusion of YAP induced by stimulation with ANG II (Fig. 8 , D, image analysis in E). These results imply that stimulation of GPCR/PKD induces rapid Lats2 activation leading to YAP phosphorylation and transient cytoplasmic localization in IEC-18 cells. These rapid responses are clearly different from a feedback loop involving transcriptional regulation of YAP/TAZ and Lats2 described in other cell types (61) .
GPCR Activation Induces Expression of Areg and Ctgf through PKD in Intestinal Epithelial Cells-The results presented thus far indicate that PKDs play a critical role in mediating the first phase of YAP re-distribution and phosphorylation via Lats2. The changes in YAP localization and phosphorylation were transient, as YAP phosphorylation declined and translocated to the nucleus. We hypothesized that during this second phase of YAP re-localization to the nucleus, YAP couples to TEAD transcription factors and promotes YAP/TEAD transcription. To examine the impact of GPCR signaling on the expression of YAP/TEAD-regulated genes in intestinal epithelial cells, we determined the expression of Ctgf (connective tissue growth factor) and Areg (amphiregulin), which are well established YAP/TEAD-regulated genes (7) . We found that stimulation of IEC-18 cells with ANG II for 1 h increased the mRNA levels of Ctgf (3.6 Ϯ 1.4-fold; n ϭ 20) and Areg (14 Ϯ 1.4-fold; n ϭ 16) assayed by RT-qPCR. Knockdown of YAP/TAZ with siRNAs averted the increase in the expression of these genes ( Fig. 9 , A and D), confirming that ANG II induces Ctgf and Areg expression through YAP/TAZ during the second phase of GPCR-mediated YAP/TAZ regulation.
We next determined whether PKDs are implicated in mediating the second phase of GPCR-induced YAP activation. Exposure of intact IEC-18 cells to the PKD family inhibitors CRT0066101 or kb NB 142-70 prevented the increase of Ctgf and Areg mRNA levels in response to ANG II. (Fig. 9, B and E) . These results suggested that GPCR signaling stimulates YAP/ TEAD transcriptional activity in intestinal epithelial cells through PKDs. In agreement with this conclusion, transfection of siRNAs targeting the three PKDs abrogated the increase of Ctgf and Areg mRNA levels in response to GPCR activation ( Fig.  9, C and F) . We also determined the inhibitory effect produced by siRNA-mediated knockdown of the individual PKD isoforms on the expression of Ctgf and Areg mRNA levels in response to GPCR activation. Knockdown of each isoform attenuated the increase in Ctgf mRNA, with complete suppression produced by knockdown of all PKDs (Fig. 9G ). Similar results were obtained when the Areg mRNA levels were determined (data not shown). Collectively, our findings identify a novel function for PKDs in mediating GPCR-induced YAP Cells were then lysed with 2ϫ SDS-PAGE sample buffer and analyzed by immunoblotting antibodies that detect Lats1/2 phosphorylated at Thr 1079/1041 and Ser 909/872 , PKD1 phosphorylated at Ser 916 , PKDs phosphorylated at Ser 744, total PKD1/2 (PKD C-20), total Lats2, and GAPDH. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. C, cultures of IEC-18 cells were transfected with non-targeting siRNA (N. Targ.) or with siRNAs targeting Lats2 for 4 days. Then the cultures were stimulated with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min, lysed with 2ϫ SDS-PAGE sample buffer, and analyzed by immunoblotting with antibodies that detect YAP phosphorylated at Ser 127 and Ser 397 , total YAP, Lats1/2 phosphorylated at Thr 1079/1041 and Ser 909/872 , total Lats2, and GAPDH. Note that siRNA-mediated knockdown of Lats2 extinguished the signals detected with the phospho-Lats1/2 antibodies, implying that Lats2 is the predominant Lats kinase expressed endogenously by IEC-18 cells. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. D, cultures of IEC-18 cells were transfected with non-targeting siRNA (N. Targ) or with siRNAs targeting Lats2 for 4 days. The cultures were stimulated with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min. Then cultures were washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. E, quantification of the nuclear/ cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence shown in D was determined with the CellProfiler software. The bars shown are the mean nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio Ϯ S.E. n ϭ 5 fields (ϳ900 cells). Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. localization, phosphorylation, and transcriptional activity in intestinal epithelial cells.
As indicated above, the changes in YAP localization and phosphorylation in response to GPCR activation were transient, as YAP phosphorylation declined and translocated to the nucleus. Recent studies indicate that Rho activation and actin polymerization stimulate YAP nuclear translocation and, consequently, promote YAP/TEAD-regulated gene expression (7) . In turn, PKDs can promote Rho activation and actin cytoskeleton organization in a variety of cell types (19, (62) (63) (64) . Indeed, stimulation of IEC-18 cells with ANG II for 1 h induced robust actin stress fiber formation (Fig. 10, A and B) , a response prevented by either PKD inhibition with CRT0066101 ( Fig. 10A ) or siRNA-mediated knockdown of the PKDs (Fig. 10B) . These results implying that PKDs act downstream of ANG II to induce actin remodeling in IEC-18 cells prompted us to determine whether ANG II-induced actin polymerization contributes to the second phase of YAP activation leading to YAP/TEADregulated genes in these cells.
We found that treatment of IEC-18 cells with Y16, a novel and potent inhibitor of Rho activation (65), abrogated actin stress fiber formation and prevented the re-entry of YAP into the nucleus (Fig. 10C ). In line with the inhibition of YAP nuclear import, exposure to Y16 blocked the increase in Ctgf and Areg mRNA levels induced by stimulation with ANG II in IEC-18 cells (Fig. 10D ). Exposure of IEC-18 cells to a cell-permeable C3 transferase that inactivates RhoA/B/C in intact cells also attenuated the increase in Ctgf and Areg mRNA levels in response to ANG II (data not shown). To substantiate that actin remodeling plays a role in promoting the second phase of YAP activation, we inhibited actin polymerization with latrunculin b, an agent that selectively binds G actin and blocks the formation of F-actin. Treatment of IEC-18 cells with latrunculin b inhibited YAP re-entry into the nucleus (Fig. 10C ) and YAP/ TEAD-regulated gene expression ( Fig. 10E ). Thus, inhibition of either Rho activation (Y16) or actin polymerization (latrunculin b) prevented YAP/TEAD-regulated gene expression, a hallmark of YAP nuclear entry and activation. We verified that treatment of intact IEC-18 cells with either Y16 or latrunculin b did not block PKD activation in response to ANG II stimulation ( Fig. 10F) , indicating that Rho/actin polymerization acts downstream of PKDs in ANG II-stimulated IEC-18 cells. Therefore, our results show that ANG II induces stress fiber formation via PKDs and corroborate that the PKD-dependent changes in the cytoskeleton contribute to mediate the second phase of GPCR/ PKD-mediated YAP nuclear import and YAP/TEAD activation in IEC-18 cells. Then the cultures were stimulated with 10 nM ANG II for 1 h. RNA was isolated, and the relative levels (n ϭ 3) of Ctgf (A) and Areg (D) mRNAs compared with Gapdh mRNA were measured by RT-qPCR. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. Data were presented as mean Ϯ S.E. B and E, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the in the absence (0) or presence of either 2.5 M CRT0066101 (CRT) or 3.5 M kb NB 142-70 (kB) for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without or with 10 nM ANG II for 1 h, as indicated. RNA was isolated, and the relative levels (n ϭ 3) of Ctgf (B) or Areg (E) mRNA compared with Gapdh mRNA were measured by RT-qPCR. Data are presented as mean Ϯ S.E. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. C and F, cultures of IEC-18 cells were transfected with non-targeting siRNA (N.T.) or with a mixture of siRNAs targeting PKD1, PKD2, and PKD3 (siPKD). Then the cultures were stimulated with 10 nM ANG II for 1 h. RNA was isolated, and the relative levels (n ϭ 3) of Ctgf (C) or Areg (F) mRNAs compared with Gapdh mRNA were measured by RT-qPCR. Data are presented as mean Ϯ S.E. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. G, cultures of IEC-18 cells were transfected with non-targeting siRNA (N.T.) or with either siRNAs targeting the individual PKDs, i.e. PKD1, PKD2, or PKD3 or a mixture of siRNAs to PKD1, PKD2, and PKD3 (siPKD). Then the cultures were stimulated with 10 nM ANG II for 1 h. RNA was isolated, and the relative levels (n ϭ 6) of Ctgf mRNAs compared with Gapdh mRNA were measured by RT-qPCR. Data were presented as mean Ϯ S.E. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. H, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence or presence for 24 h with the indicated concentrations of cerivastatin in conditioned medium prior to stimulation with 10 nM ANG II for 18 h and then pulse-labeled with [ 3 H]thymidine (0.25 Ci/ml) for 6 h. The radioactivity incorporated into acid-insoluble pools was measured in a scintillation counter. Similar results were obtained in four independent experiments. I, cultures of IEC-18 cells were transfected with nontargeting siRNA (N. Targ.) or with siRNAs targeting YAP and TAZ (siYAP/TAZ). Cell numbers were determined from three plates per condition each day for 4 days. Similar results were obtained in two independents experiment.
Role of YAP/TEAD in GPCR/PKD-induced Mitogenic Signaling in Intestinal Epithelial Cells-In view of our results connecting PKDs with YAP regulation and given our previous
YAP/TAZ/TEAD in GPCR-induced DNA synthesis, IEC-18 cells were treated with increasing concentrations of cerivastatin prior to stimulation with ANG II. DNA synthesis was measured by assessing [ 3 H]thymidine incorporation into cellular nucleic acids. Cerivastatin inhibited the stimulation of DNA synthesis induced by ANG II in a dose-dependent manner (Fig. 9H ). Other statins, including fluvastatin (3 M) and simvastatin (10 M), also abrogated the stimulation of DNA synthesis induced by ANG II (results not shown). Furthermore, siRNA-mediated knockdown of YAP and TAZ markedly inhibited the proliferation of IEC-18 cells (Fig. 9I) . These results imply that the activity of YAP/TAZ is required for the proliferation of intestinal epithelial cells in response to GPCR/PKD activation.
Rapid Nuclear Exit of YAP Is Necessary for Its Function as a Transcriptional Co-activator-Subsequently, we determined whether the rapid nuclear exit of YAP is necessary for its function as a transcriptional co-activator. Using an available algorithm to predict leucine-rich nuclear export sequence (NES) that potentially mediates nuclear extrusion (68), we identified a NES in YAP within the sequence encompassed by Leu 308 to Leu 320 . Chromosome region maintenance 1 (Crm1; also referred to as exportin1) is the major receptor for the export of proteins out of the nucleus containing a leucine-rich NES.
Leptomycin B (LMB) is an antibiotic that inhibits the formation of complexes consisting of Crm1, RanGTP, and proteins containing a leucine-rich NES, thereby blocking their nuclear export (69 -71) . To determine whether LMB has any effect on the cellular distribution of YAP, IEC-18 cells were incubated with LMB (10 nM) for 1 h and then stimulated with ANG II for 30 min. As shown in Fig. 11 , A, image analysis in B, exposure to LMB prevented the nuclear extrusion of YAP induced by ANG II. Consequently, we determined whether treatment with LMB blocks the expression of YAP/TEAD-regulated genes (Ctgf and Areg) induced by ANG II in IEC-18 cells. As shown in Fig. 11C , LMB markedly inhibited the increase in Areg and Ctgf mRNA levels induced by ANG II. As controls, we verified that LMB did not block YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 , PKD1 autophosphorylation at Ser 916 , or PKD family activation loop phosphorylation, namely phosphorylation at Ser 744 in PKD1 and equivalent residues in PKD2 and PKD3 (Fig. 11D) . These results substantiated that LMB inhibited selectively Crm1-mediated nuclear extrusion of YAP rather than the protein kinases that act upstream of this event. The results indicate that inhibition of GPCR-induced nuclear export of YAP prevented its transcriptional co-activator activity implying that transient nuclear extrusion of YAP during the first phase is necessary for its subsequent activation of TEAD-regulated genes in intestinal epithelial cells during the second phase of YAP regulation.
The results presented in Fig. 8 implied that stimulation of GPCR/PKD induces a rapid and transient YAP cytoplasmic localization in IEC-18 cells via Lats2 in IEC-18 cells, and the findings in Fig. 11 using LMB indicated that the transient nuclear extrusion of YAP is necessary for its subsequent activation of YAP/TEAD-regulated genes in these intestinal cells. Consequently, we posited that the rapid but transient GPCR-induced PKD-mediated Lats2 phosphorylation of YAP triggers YAP activation. To test this conclusion, we determined whether knockdown of Lats2 prevents the increase in the expression of YAP/TEAD-regulated genes induced by ANG II in IEC-18 cells. As shown in Fig. 11E , siRNA-mediated knockdown of Lats2 prevented the increase in Ctgf and Areg mRNA levels in response to ANG II. Collectively, our results support the novel notion that GPCR-induced transient nuclear extrusion of YAP is required for its subsequent activation of TEAD-regulated genes in intestinal epithelial cells (Fig. 11F ).
Discussion
The Hippo/YAP pathway is attracting intense interest as a key regulator of organ size, tissue regeneration, tumorigenesis, and GPCR signaling, but the mechanism(s) involved remain incompletely understood. In particular, the precise role of YAP in intestinal epithelial cell proliferation remains incompletely understood, as evidence for both growth-stimulatory and FIGURE 11 . Leptomycin B prevents the nuclear extrusion of YAP and inhibits the expression Ctgf and Areg induced by ANG II in IEC-18 cells. A, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence (0) or presence of 10 nM leptomycin B (LMB) for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without (Ϫ) or with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min. The cultures were then washed, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and stained with an antibody that detects total YAP and with Hoechst 33342 to visualize the cell nuclei. B, quantification of the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio of YAP immunofluorescence shown in A was determined with the CellProfiler software. The bars shown are the mean nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio Ϯ S.E., n ϭ 5 (ϳ900 cells for each condition). Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. C, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence (0) or presence of 10 nM LMB for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without or with 10 nM ANG II for 1 h, as indicated. RNA was isolated, and the relative levels (n ϭ 3) of Areg and Ctgf mRNA compared with Gapdh mRNA were measured by RT-qPCR. Data are presented as mean Ϯ S.E. Similar results were obtained in three independent experiments. D, confluent cultures of IEC-18 cells were incubated in the absence (0) or presence of 10 nM LMB for 1 h prior to stimulation of the cells without (Ϫ) or with 10 nM ANG II for 30 min, as indicated. Cells were then lysed with 2ϫ SDS-PAGE sample buffer and analyzed by immunoblotting with antibodies that detect YAP phosphorylated at Ser 127 and Ser 397 , PKD1 phosphorylated at Ser 916 , PKDs phosphorylated at Ser 744 , and total PKD1/2 (PKD C-20), PKD3, YAP, and GAPDH. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. E, cultures of IEC-18 cells were transfected with non-targeting siRNA (N.T.) or with siRNAs targeting Lats2 for 4 days. Then the cultures were stimulated with 10 nM ANG II for 1 h. RNA was isolated, and the relative levels (n ϭ 3) of Ctgf and Areg mRNAs compared with Gapdh mRNA were measured by RT-qPCR. Similar results were obtained in two independent experiments. Data were presented as mean Ϯ S.E. F, scheme representing a sequential model of YAP/TEAD activation in response to GPCR stimulation in intestinal epithelial cells. In non-stimulated cells, PKDs and Lats2 are in a state of very low kinase catalytic activity, although YAP is localized in the nucleus but not coupled to TEAD transcription factors, as shown by the low expression of Ctgf and Areg. GPCR stimulation induces rapid PKC/PKD activation leading to fast activation of Lats2. In turn, Lats2 mediates YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 which is transported out of the nucleus via Crm1 (1st phase). The cytoplasmic phase of YAP translocation is transitory as it re-enters the nucleus when it is dephosphorylated, and GPCR/PKD induces Rho activation and actin stress fiber formation (Actin Pol). YAP can now couple to TEAD thereby promoting the transcription of YAP/TEADregulated genes (2nd phase). The states of YAP are indicated in the scheme. The superscript letters denote localization (N, nuclear; Cyt, cytosolic), and the subscript letters indicate activity (U, uncoupled from TEAD; C, coupled to TEAD). Thus, we propose the following: rapid GPCR-PKC/PKD-Lats2 activation leading to Crm1-mediated YAP nuclear exit during the 1st phase followed by gradual PKD-Rho/actin polymerization leading to YAP nuclear re-entry and YAP/TEADregulated gene expression during the gradual 2nd phase.
growth-suppressive roles of YAP/TAZ has been presented (14 -17) .
The studies presented here revealed a novel temporal pattern of nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling of endogenous YAP in response to GPCR activation in untransformed intestinal epithelial cells. Surprisingly, our results identified two phases in the YAP response to mitogenic GPCR agonists in these cells as follows: a rapid but transient localization of YAP to the cytoplasm followed by subsequent re-entry into the nucleus. Importantly, ANG II provoked YAP re-distribution at sub-nanomolar concentrations acting via the AT1 receptor, a GPCR that signals through G␣ q/11 . This novel pattern of nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling was also induced by other mitogenic stimuli, including the G␣ q/11 -coupled receptor agonist vasopressin or serum growth factors in IEC-18 cells. A similar biphasic temporal pattern was also elicited in other intestinal epithelial cells, including rat IEC-6 and human Caco-2. These effects are clearly cell type-dependent, because mitogenic stimuli produced the opposite pattern in HEK293 or PANC-1 cells, in agreement with previous reports using these cell lines.
In other cell model systems, the subcellular distribution of YAP is controlled by its phosphorylation at Ser 127 , a highly conserved residue phosphorylated by Lats1/2. The phosphorylation of this residue promotes the shift of YAP from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. Accordingly, we found that ANG II induced a prompt and dose-dependent increase in the phosphorylation of YAP at Ser 127 . YAP localization and phosphorylation of Ser 127 were tightly coupled in IEC-18 cells, as the dose responses of ANG II for eliciting YAP re-localization and phosphorylation were superimposable. In addition to Lats1/2, mammalian NDR1/2 kinases have recently been proposed to phosphorylate YAP on Ser 127 in intestinal epithelial cells (48) . However, the NDRs did not phosphorylate YAP at Ser 397 (48) , a residue targeted by Lats1/2 (49) . We found that stimulation with GPCR agonists or serum induced YAP phosphorylation at Ser 397 . Indeed, the phosphorylation of YAP at Ser 127 and Ser 397 was stimulated by ANG II with identical time courses and dose responses. These results suggested that ANG II induces a fast but transient YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 via Lats1/2 activation within intestinal epithelial IEC-18 cells. In support of this conclusion, we demonstrated that GPCR activation induced a rapid increase in Lats1/2 activity, as scored by phosphorylation at Thr 1079/1041 , residues located in the hydrophobic C-terminal domain of Lats1/2 targeted by Mst1/2 and critical for Lats family activation. Importantly, knockdown of Lats2 prevented the increase in the phosphorylation of YAP at Ser 127 and Ser 397 and its nuclear extrusion induced by GPCR stimulation. Collectively, our results indicate that stimulation of GPCR induces rapid and transient YAP phosphorylation and cytoplasmic localization through Lats2 in IEC-18 cells.
As a first step to identify upstream pathways that mediate rapid GPCR-induced YAP nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling and phosphorylation in intestinal epithelial cells, we tested small molecule inhibitors targeting kinases. Given the role attributed to Akt in Hippo pathway regulation in other cell types (52, 53) and the rapid Akt activation in response to ANG II in IEC-18 cells (45), we determined the effect of the Akt inhibitor GSK690693 on YAP re-localization and phosphorylation. We found that GSK690693 blocked the rapid cytoplasmic accumulation and phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 of YAP induced by ANG II, but these inhibitory effects were not replicated by other Akt inhibitors, including GDC-0068 (55) and MK2206 (56) . We concluded that GSK690693 potently inhibits YAP cytoplasmic localization and phosphorylation in IEC-18 cells through an Akt-independent pathway.
Although considered a selective Akt inhibitor, GSK690693 is known to inhibit PKA and novel PKCs (57) . Although suppression of PKA activity within intact IEC-18 cells did not produce any detectable effect on YAP localization or phosphorylation in response to ANG II, treatment with PKC inhibitors greatly attenuated YAP cytoplasmic localization and phosphorylation at both Ser 127 and Ser 397 . As indicated above, the AT 1 ANG II receptor acts through G␣ q/11 to activate downstream signaling, including stimulation of the isoforms of the phospholipase C (PLC) family, which catalyze the hydrolysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate to produce 2-s messengers as follows: inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate, which triggers the release of Ca 2ϩ from internal stores, and diacylglycerol, which elicits cellular responses through classic (␣, ␤, and ␥) and novel (␦, ⑀, , and ) isoforms of PKC. In agreement with a recent report (72) , the results presented here suggest that PKCs play a role in GPCRmediated rapid regulation of YAP localization and phosphorylation, but the mechanism(s) downstream of PKC remained incompletely understood.
Our previous studies demonstrated that PKDs are rapidly activated through PKC-catalyzed phosphorylation in their kinase activation loop (29 -32) . Consequently, we hypothesized that YAP localization, phosphorylation, and transcriptional activity is regulated by a PKC/PKD axis in intestinal epithelial cells. Here, we presented several lines of evidence identifying a novel cross-talk between PKD and YAP. 1) Treatment with the structurally unrelated PKD inhibitors CRT0066101 and kb NB 142-70 prevented the rapid cytoplasmic accumulation induced by ANG II in IEC-18 cells. The changes in YAP phosphorylation and localization and Lats activation were transient, as YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 and Ser 397 declined and YAP re-located to the nucleus. Furthermore, a PKD-dependent increase in actin stress fiber formation, a characteristic feature of Rho activation, contributed to mediating the second phase of GPCR/PKD-mediated YAP nuclear import in IEC-18 cells. We hypothesized that during this second phase of nuclear re-entry, YAP couples to TEAD leading to YAP/TEAD-regulated transcription. In agreement with this hypothesis, we found that stimulation of IEC-18 cells with ANG II increased the mRNA levels of the YAP/TAZ/ TEAD-regulated genes Areg and Ctgf, an effect suppressed by knockdown of YAP/TAZ. These results substantiated that ANG II induces Areg and Ctgf expression through YAP/TAZ during the second phase of GPCR-mediated YAP/TAZ regulation. Based on pharmacological and genetic approaches, we conclude that GPCR signaling stimulates YAP/TEAD transcriptional activity in intestinal epithelial cells through PKDs. Collectively, our results identify a novel role for PKDs in regulating both the rapid GPCR-induced YAP cytoplasmic localization and phosphorylation and the subsequent YAP nuclear import and transcriptional activation in intestinal epithelial cells.
Having established biphasic YAP regulation in intestinal epithelial cells via PKDs, we examined whether the second phase of YAP nuclear re-localization and activation contributes to mediate long term biological responses, including re-initiation of DNA synthesis and cell proliferation. Our recent studies with crypt-derived intestinal epithelial cells and PKD1 transgenic mice indicated that PKD1 promotes proliferation and migration of intestinal epithelial cells in vitro and in vivo (36, 38) . Interestingly, PKDs and YAP were identified as components of the intestinal stem cell signature composed of 384 unique genes (73) . Supporting the notion that YAP/TAZ activation contributes to mediate long term biological responses, we showed that treatment of IEC-18 cells with cerivastatin, a potent inhibitor of YAP/TAZ activity (66, 67) , prevented the stimulation of DNA synthesis induced via GPCR/PKD, and knockdown of YAP/ TAZ suppressed proliferation of intestinal epithelial cells.
It is generally thought that mitogenic stimuli induce rapid YAP dephosphorylation and nuclear localization, whereas growth-inhibitory signals promote YAP phosphorylation, cytoplasmic translocation, and restricted activity. Our results are of especial significance because they reveal a novel biphasic temporal pattern of nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling and phosphorylation of YAP in response to GPCR stimulation in confluent and quiescent intestinal epithelial cells. Additional studies demonstrate, for the first time, that the PKD family controls the biphasic localization, phosphorylation, and transcriptional activity of YAP in intestinal epithelial cells. In turn, YAP is necessary for the stimulation of the proliferative response of intestinal epithelial cells to GPCR agonists that act via PKD. Interestingly, the rapid nuclear extrusion of YAP is required for the subsequent stimulation of its transcriptional co-activator activity, as shown by the results displayed in Fig. 11 , obtained with LMB and knockdown of Lats2.
Taken together, our results suggest a sequential model of YAP activation in response to GPCR stimulation in intestinal epithelial cells (Fig. 11F) . The salient features of this model are as follows. 1) In non-stimulated cells, PKDs and Lats2 are in a state of very low kinase catalytic activity, although YAP is localized in the nucleus but not coupled to TEAD transcription factors, as shown by the low expression of Ctgf and Areg. 2) GPCR stimulation induces rapid PKD activation via PKC-mediated activation loop phosphorylation. 3) Active PKDs promote fast activation of Lats2, as shown by increased phosphorylation in the hydrophobic domain and in the activation loop of this enzyme. In turn, Lats2 mediates YAP phosphorylation at Ser 127 . 4) Phosphorylated YAP is transported out of the nucleus via an LMB-sensitive, Crm1-mediated mechanism (1st phase). 5) The cytoplasmic phase of YAP translocation is transitory as YAP re-enters into the nucleus when it is dephosphorylated at the Lats2 sites and via GPCR/PKD-induced Rho activation and actin polymerization. YAP can now couple to TEAD thereby promoting the transcription of YAP/TEAD-regulated genes (2nd phase). Thus, we envisage that the rapid but transient GPCR/PKD-induced activation of Lats2 triggers the activation of YAP that after nuclear-cytoplasmic shuttling can act as an effective co-activator of TEAD (Fig. 11F) . Although many aspects of this sequence of events are supported by the experimental information presented here, including biochemical, genetic, and pharmacological evidence, the elucidation of the precise mechanism by which YAP is activated in the cytoplasm of intestinal epithelial cells requires further experimental work. In conclusion, the discovery of multiple points of interaction between YAP and PKD signaling identifies a novel cross-talk in epithelial signal transduction and demonstrates, for the first time, that the PKDs feed into the YAP pathway.
Experimental Procedures
Cell Culture-The non-transformed rat intestinal epithelial IEC-18 and IEC-6 cells (41, 42) , originated from intestinal crypt cells, were purchased from ATCC. These cells exhibit a number of features similar to normal cells in culture, including a normal rat diploid karyotype, a strong density inhibition of growth, a lack of growth in soft agar, and resemble stem/progenitor cells (74) . Cultures of IEC-18, IEC-6, and CaCo-2 cells were maintained as described previously (36, 60) . Briefly, cells were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and penicillin/ streptomycin, and kept at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 10% CO 2 and 90% air. HEK-293 cells and PANC-1 cells were maintained in culture in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, as described previously (51, 75) . Stock cultures were sub-cultured every 3-4 days. For experimental purposes, IEC-18 cells were seeded in 35-mm dishes at a density of 2 ϫ 10 5 cells/dish. Cultures were used 6 days after plating when cell density was 1.5 ϫ 10 5 cells/cm 2 .
Immunofluorescence-Immunofluorescence of IEC-18 cells was performed by fixing the cultures with 4% paraformaldehyde followed by permeabilization with 0.4% Triton X-100. After extensive PBS washing, fixed cells were incubated for 2 h at 25°C in blocking buffer (BB), consisting of PBS supplemented with 5% bovine serum albumin and then stained at 4°C overnight with a YAP (H-9) mouse mAb (1:200) diluted in BB. Subsequently, the cells were washed with PBS at 25°C and stained at 25°C for 60 min with AlexaFluor 488-conjugated goat anti-mouse diluted in BB (1:100) and washed again with PBS. Nuclei were stained using a Hoechst 33342 stain (1:10,000). For staining of F-actin, fixed cells were blocked with 5% bovine serum albumin in PBS. The cells were then incubated with TRITC-conjugated phalloidin (0.25 g/ml) in PBS for 10 min at room temperature and washed five times with PBS. The samples were imaged with an epifluorescence Zeiss Axioskop and a Zeiss water objective (Achroplan 40/.75W Carl Zeiss, Inc.). Images were captured as uncompressed 24-bit TIFF files with a cooled (Ϫ12°C) single CCD color digital camera (Pur-suit, Diagnostic Instruments) driven by SPOT version 4.7 software. AlexaFluor 488 signals were observed with a HI Q filter set 41001 (Chroma Technology). The selected cells displayed in the appropriate figures were representative of 90% of the population.
Image Analysis-Nuclear/cytoplasmic ratios of YAP were determined using the Cell Profiler Software. The CellProfiler software was programmed as follows: sequentially, the images of Hoechst 33342 and YAP immunofluorescence at 1024 ϫ 1024 pixel resolution were loaded. The nuclei were identified automatically using the Hoechst 33342 signal, and then the mean fluorescent intensity of YAP in each nucleus was quantified. The cytoplasmic area of measurement for YAP immunofluorescence was defined by expanding the perimeter of the nuclear outline by 10 pixels, and the mean fluorescent intensity of YAP in each cytoplasmic area was quantified. In all cases, the data were exported to Excel, and the ratio of nuclear/cytoplasmic intensity was calculated for each cell in an image field (180 -200 cells/field; 6 -10 fields for each experiment). The results shown are the mean Ϯ S.E. of 6 -10 fields from one experiment, a total of 1000 -2000 cells as indicated in the figure legends, and each experiment was repeated at least three times.
Immunoblotting and Detection of YAP and PKD1 Phosphorylation-Serum-starved, confluent intestinal epithelial IEC-18 cells were lysed in 2ϫ SDS-PAGE sample buffer (20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 6.8, 6% SDS, 2 mM EDTA, 4% 2-mercaptoethanol, 10% glycerol) and boiled for 10 min. After SDS-PAGE, proteins were transferred to Immobilon-P membranes. The transfer was carried out at 100 V, 0.4 A at 4°C for 4 h using a Bio-Rad transfer apparatus. The transfer buffer consisted of 200 mM glycine, 25 mM Tris, 0.01% SDS, and 20% CH 3 OH. For detection of proteins, membranes were blocked using 5% nonfat dried milk in PBS, pH 7.2, and then incubated for at least 2 h with the desired antibodies diluted in PBS containing 0.1% Tween. Primary antibodies bound to immunoreactive bands were visualized by enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) detection with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse, antirabbit antibody and a FUJI LAS-4000 mini luminescent image analyzer.
Knockdown of PKD Family, YAP/TAZ, and Lats2 via siRNA Transfection-Silencer Select siRNA duplexes were purchased from Ambion, Life Technologies, Inc. The siRNAs were designed to target the mRNA of mouse/rat PKD1, PKD2, PKD3, YAP, and TAZ, GenBank TM mRNA sequences: Z34524.1 (PKD1), BC083592.1 (PKD2), BC092663.1 (PKD3), DQ186896.2 (YAP), BC105631.1 (TAZ), and NM_001107267.1 (Lats2). The sequences of the siRNAs were as follows; PKD1 sense, CGAUGACAAUGACAGCGAAtt, and antisense, UUC-GCUGUCAUUGUCAUCGct; PKD2 sense, GUUCUAUCGU-GGACCAGAAtt, and antisense, UUCUGGUCCACGAUAG-AACag; PKD3 sense, GCAUUUCACAAGGCAGUAAtt, and antisense, UUACUGCCUUGUGAAAUGCtg; YAP sense, GUUUACUACAUAAACCAUAtt, and antisense UAUGGUU-UAUGUAGUAAACtt; TAZ sense, GGAUGGACUUCAUUU-UGGAtt, and antisense, UCCAAAAUGAAGUCCAUCCct; and Lats2 sense, CCUACGCAGGUGAAACUCAtt, and antisense, UGAGUUUCACCUGCGUAGGga. For siRNA transfection, the reverse transfection method was used. The siRNA pool was mixed with Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol and added to 35-mm dishes. IEC-18 cells were then plated on top of the siRNA/Lipofectamine RNAiMAX complex at a density of 2 ϫ 10 5 cells/35-mm dish in DMEM containing 10% FBS. Control transfections were carried out with Silencer Select Negative Control No. 1 (catalog no. 4390844, (Invitrogen). Three to 4 days after transfection, cells were used for experiments and subsequent Western blotting analysis.
Immunoprecipitation of YAP-Confluent IEC-18 cells were lysed in buffer containing 20 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.5, 1% Triton X-100, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM Na 2 EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 1 mM ␤-glycerophosphate, 1 mM Na 3 VO 4 , 1 g/ml leupeptin and 1 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl)benzenesulfonyl fluoride, hydrochloride (Pefabloc). YAP was immunoprecipitated from the cell extracts with a YAP (H-9) antibody from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. The immune complexes were recovered using protein-G coupled to agarose.
Quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR (qRT-PCR)-Relative transcript expression levels of Areg and Ctgf were determined by qRT-PCR using a SYBR Green-based method. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from cells by using TRIzol reagent (Ambion, Life Technologies, Inc.). Reverse transcription was performed with the iScript reverse transcription supermix (Bio-Rad), using 1 g of total input RNA. The synthesized cDNA samples were used as templates for the real time (RT) PCR analysis. All reactions were performed using the LightCy-cler480 system (Roche Applied Science), and the amplifications were done using the SsoAdvanced TM Universal SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad). Gene-specific rat oligonucleotide primers for Areg (Unique Assay ID, qRnoCID0001606), Ctgf (Unique Assay ID, qRnoCED0001593), and Gapdh (Unique Assay ID, qRnoCID0057018) were purchased from Bio-Rad.
[ 3 H]Thymidine Incorporation into DNA-IEC-18 cells were plated and grown in 3.5-cm tissue culture plates for 5 days in DMEM with 2 mM glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, and 10% FBS. To start the experiment, the specified concentration of inhibitor was added to the conditioned medium (4 -6 cultures used for each condition). After 18 h of incubation, the cultures were pulse-labeled for 6 h with [ 3 H]thymidine (0.25 Ci/ml), fixed with 5% trichloroacetic acid, and washed twice with ethanol. Acid-insoluble pools corresponding to DNA were solubilized in 0.1 N NaOH with 1% SDS and counted in a liquid scintillation counter.
Materials-DMEM, FBS, goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 and Silencer Select siRNAs were obtained from Invitrogen. Angiotensin II (ANG II), vasopressin, LMB, losartan, latrunculin b, and phalloidin-TRITC were obtained from Sigma. The kinase inhibitors kb NB 142-70, CRT0066101, H89, GSK690693, Gö6983, and GF 109203X were from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN), and MK-2206 and GDC-0068 were from Selleckchem (Boston). The Rho inhibitor II, Y16, was purchased from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA). Primary antibodies used were as follows: YAP (H-9, sc-271134; final dilution 1:200 for immunofluorescence, 1:400 for Western blotting, and 1:100 for immunoprecipitation); PKD C-20 (sc-639; final dilution 1:400 for Western blotting) and GAPDH (sc-365062; final dilution 1:400) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); phospho-YAP Ser 127 (D9W2I, 13008; final dilution 1:1000), phospho-YAP Ser 397 (D1E7Y, 13619; final dilution 1:1000), PKD3 (5655; final dilution 1:1000), phospho-Lats1 Ser 909 (9157; final dilution 1:1000), and phospho-Lats1 Thr 1079 (D57D3, 8654; final dilution 1:1000) (all from Cell Signaling Technology Danvers, MA)). The equivalent residues in Lats2 are Ser 872 and Thr 1041 , respectively. Total Lats2 was detected with an antibody from Novus Biologicals (NB200-199; final dilution 1:1000). RT-qPCR reagents were purchased from Bio-Rad. All other reagents were of the highest grade available
